Heather Forest
Musical Storytelling Concert
Heather Forest is a modern-day bard. Her storytelling
performances are a fusion of poetry, prose, original
melody, guitar, and the sung and spoken word. Heather
Forest brings elegance, wit, and drama to classic tales
from the treasury of world folklore. The comedy and
pathos of point of view, the mysteries of womenfolk, the
trickster, the fool, quests, and journeys are colorful
threads on this masterful teller’s loom of ancient tales.
Her storytelling concerts offer listeners a delightful
journey into the realm of imagination.
“Heather Forest creates a living fantasy. The
audience was enchanted. Her considerable
talents go far beyond the usual ideas of
storytelling. This woman has a magic which
flows out to touch her audience in their hearts."
Town & Country News
Watertown, NY

“A true troubadour... even the narrative parts of her
storytelling seem to be sung; her delivery is so precise
and compelling, she just draws one into her spell. Her
stories are lovely, magical things and her singing voice
is true, simple, and unadorned.”
Martha’s Vineyard Times, MA

About the Artist
Heather Forest has shared her repertoire of world
tales for the past forty years with audiences in
theatres, conferences, and storytelling festivals
throughout the United States and abroad. A multiple
award-winning author and recording artist, she has
published three folktale anthologies, seven
children’s’ picture books, and eight audio recordings
of musical storytelling. She has been featured ten
times at the National Storytelling Festival and is a
recipient of the Circle of Excellence Award from the
National Storytelling Network. Recent concert appearances include The Power of Words
Conference at Goddard College, Vt., the John C. Campbell Folk School, N.C, and The
National Storytelling Center, TN.
For Booking Information Contact:
Heather Forest, Ph.D.
Story Arts Inc.
PO Box 354
Huntington, NY 11743
631-271-2511 heather@storyarts.org

